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Introduction  
�  Gamma Irradiated CHESS1 HV-CMOS chip is available for testing  
�  Five CHESS1 chip with different dose 
◦  1Mrad 
◦  3Mrad  

◦  10Mrad 

◦  30Mrad 
◦  100 Mrad  

 
�  The outline of this talk: 
◦  I-V measurement 

◦  Inter-strip measurement 
◦  Laser charge injection study 
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 pixel IV measurement setup  

�  Substrate: grounded 
�  Perimeter pixels: +HV 
�  Central pixel: +HV 
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What happen to Silicon sensor after bulk radiation damage: 
q   Displacements in the silicon lattice  
q   Creating intermediate state  
q  Lead to higher leakage current 
 
 



I-V curve after radiation  
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Leakage current(A) 

V_Bias(V) 

PPA03 PPA07 

Leakage 
Current  
@VBias=100V 

PPA03 PPA07 

100Mrad 0.29 nA 1.4 nA 

1Mrad - 0.25 nA 

Before irradiated 2 pA 4.5 pA 



inter-pixel resistance  
�  Radiation damage will reduce the inter-pixel resistance  
◦  result in larger cross talk -> low position resolution  

�  Vary the bias voltage of the perimeter pixels by 1V 
◦  The variation in central pixel current reflect inter-pixel resistance 
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�  Substrate: grounded 
�  Perimeter pixels: from 98V to 100V 
�  Central pixel:  99V  



inter-pixel resistance (2) 

� df 
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R_int PPA10 PPA11 PPA3 PPA04 

100Mrad  
 

370 GΩ	  	  
 

240 GΩ	  	  
 

200 GΩ	  	  
 

160 GΩ	  	  
 

Before 
radiation 
 

>500 GΩ	  	  
 

>500 GΩ	  	  
 

>500 GΩ	  	  
 

>500 GΩ	  	  
 

Variation in Perimeter pixels (V) 

Current in central pixel (A) 

q  The pixel without contact ring may lead to  
Low inter-pixel resistance  
q  It turned out that this is not a problem.  
 



charge injection test using laser 
�  Use high power laser to get a large signal from CHESS1 chip 
�  Try to study the signal shape of the pixel without amplifier  
◦  Validate the pixel simulation  

◦  Study the signal raise time in different pixels  

◦  Diffusion VS drift contribution 
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Signal shape study using laser 
injection  
�   Peaking time in large array is about 4ns 
◦   lots of charge injected ( 10^6 MIP) 

◦  As the result, the rise time of the signal coming from the drift would be longer 
than in case of a MIP 
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Big array: 2mm X 2mm 
A4 array: 45um X200um  



Signal size Vs laser power  
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Large laser power  
Medium laser power  

V_bias=100V  
Large pixel array 

Large laser power  
Medium laser power  

V_bias=10 V 
Large pixel array  

�  Signal shape from pixel array is similar for high and low bias voltage. 
 



Proposal for talk in Trento workshop  
� propose a talk in Trento workshop to cover: 
◦  the overview of CMOS research for ATLAS strip detector  
◦  CHESS1 chip design 
◦  Mainly focus on the I-V and C-V measurements on CHESS1 chip 

before and after radiation  
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Summary  
�  I-V measurement and inter-strip resistances measurements are on-

going for gamma irradiated samples.  
◦  Low leakage current  (nA level) even after 100Mrad gamma radiation  
◦  inter-strip resistance is still very high after gamma radiation  

�  Laser inject study shows that  
◦  The signal raising time in large array is larger than the small array 
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